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Abstract20

Variability of the geomagnetic field induces anomalous Geomagnetically Induced21

Currents (GICs) in grounded conducting infrastructure. GICs represent a serious space22

weather hazard, but are not often measured directly and the rate of change of the mag-23

netic field is often used as a proxy. We assess the correlation between the rate of change24

of the magnetic field and GICs during Sudden Commencements (SCs), at a location in25

New Zealand. We observe excellent correlations (r2 ∼ 0.9) between the maximum one-26

minute rate of change of the field and maximum GIC. Nonetheless, though SCs repre-27

sent a relatively simple geomagnetic signature, we find that the correspondence system-28

atically depends on several factors. If the SC occurs when New Zealand is on the day-29

side of the Earth then the magnetic changes are linked to 30% greater GICs than if New30

Zealand is on the nightside. We investigate, finding that the orientation of the strongest31

magnetic deflection is important: changes predominantly in the east-west direction drive32

36% stronger GICs. Dayside SCs are also associated with faster maximum rates of change33

of the field at 1 s resolution. Therefore, while the maximum rates of change of the mag-34

netic field and GICs are well correlated, the orientation and sub-one-minute resolution35

details of the field change are important to consider when estimating the associated cur-36

rents. Finally, if the SC is later followed by a geomagnetic storm then a given rate of change37

of the magnetic field is associated with 22% larger GICs, compared to if the SC is iso-38

lated.39

Plain Language Summary40

Changes in the Earth’s magnetic field will drive electrical currents that can flow41

in infrastructure such as power networks and pipelines. These currents can pose a haz-42

ard to their operation and safety. We often do not have access to direct measurements43

of the currents that flow within our infrastructure, so we typically report and forecast44

magnetic perturbations to infer when we are likely to see large currents. In this work we45

investigate the link between the magnetic changes and currents that are observed when46

the Earth is impacted by a sharp change in the solar wind dynamic pressure, i.e. a shock.47

We also have access to direct measurements of current in infrastructure from New Zealand.48

In general we find excellent correlations between the two parameters. However, we find49

that the type of shock event during which they are observed is important, as is the lo-50

cation of the observations relative to the day/nightside of the Earth. We find that the51

orientation of the rate of change of the magnetic field as well as high time resolution (i.e.52

sub minute resolution) information are both important to consider when attempting to53

estimate the currents that will be generated, even with relatively simple processes.54

1 Introduction55

Rapid changes in the Earth’s surface magnetic field generate anomalous currents56

in large scale grounded infrastructure, these are known as Geomagnetically Induced Cur-57

rents (GICs). Examples of infrastructure vulnerable to GICs includes pipelines, power58

networks and railways. In such systems GICs can cause increased weathering of com-59

ponents, or in extreme cases even direct damage (e.g. Boteler et al., 1998; Boteler, 2021;60

Liu et al., 2016; Rajput et al., 2020). Power networks are particularly vulnerable to the61

effects of large GICs, as these can damage transformers and cause blackouts (e.g. Bolduc,62

2002; Beland & Small, 2004; Gaunt & Coetzee, 2007; Eastwood et al., 2018). Some of63

the risks - and ultimately economic costs - associated with the generation of large GICs64

can be mitigated provided sufficient warning (Oughton et al., 2019), making forecast-65

ing such intervals a critical endeavor. However, the ability to provide accurate forecasts66

relies on our understanding of the dynamic interactions between the solar wind and mag-67

netosphere, as well as how those processes couple to the solid Earth.68
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Direct measurements of GICs are relatively sparse, and are rarely available for suf-69

ficiently long intervals to permit detailed statistical study. Therefore studies that require70

long baselines often use the rate of change of the surface magnetic field as a proxy mea-71

surement (e.g. Viljanen et al., 2001; Thomson et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2015; Freeman72

et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2019; Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Rodger, & Freeman, 2021). Such73

magnetic field measurements are comparatively plentiful, and are readily available for74

many locations across the globe, with records spanning decades. In general, excellent cor-75

relations have been observed between the magnitude of GICs and the rate of change of76

the local magnetic field (e.g. Mac Manus et al., 2017; Rodger et al., 2017; Zhang et al.,77

2020). However, the precise translations between the magnetic field changes and observed78

GICs are complex. Physically, the time-varying geomagnetic field will induce a geoelec-79

tric field in the ground, it is then the strength and relative direction of the geoelectric80

field that will determine the GICs that result in the grounded infrastructure. Full mod-81

eling of such a process requires knowledge of the direction, strength and frequency con-82

tent of the magnetic field changes, as well as the local geology and the geometry and prop-83

erties of the local power networks (Thomson et al., 2005; Viljanen et al., 2013; Beggan84

et al., 2013; Beggan, 2015; Divett et al., 2018; Blake et al., 2018; Dimmock et al., 2019;85

Divett et al., 2020; Cordell et al., 2021; Mac Manus et al., 2022). Unfortunately, detailed86

3D conductivity models are not available for many locations across the globe.87

A wide range of dynamical processes in near-Earth space can cause rapid magnetic88

fluctuations on the ground (e.g. Rogers et al., 2020) and consequently GICs (e.g. Kap-89

penman, 2005; Clilverd et al., 2018; Tsurutani & Hajra, 2021). In particular large mag-90

netic field changes and GICs are often associated with geomagnetic storms and substorms91

(e.g. Eastwood et al., 2017; Ngwira et al., 2018; Freeman et al., 2019; Dimmock et al.,92

2019), during which strong and dynamic ionospheric currents are generated. These iono-93

spheric currents vary over relatively short spatial scales (e.g. Murphy et al., 2013; Forsyth94

et al., 2014; Pulkkinen et al., 2015), and are therefore challenging to forecast. The pic-95

ture is further complicated by considerable spatial variations in local ground conductiv-96

ity. These factors combine to result in large differences in observed GICs over spatial scales97

of 100s of kilometers or less (e.g. Ngwira et al., 2015; Bedrosian & Love, 2015; Mac Manus98

et al., 2017; Dimmock et al., 2020).99

Sudden Commencements (SCs) are another key magnetospheric phenomenon that100

can generate large magnetic field changes (Fiori et al., 2014; D. M. Oliveira et al., 2018;101

D. Oliveira & Samsonov, 2018; Smith et al., 2019; Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Rodger, & Free-102

man, 2021) and consequently GICs (Kappenman, 2003; Pulkkinen et al., 2005; Marshall103

et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Carter et al., 2015). SCs are impulsive phenomena caused104

by the impact of a large increase in solar wind dynamic pressure on the magnetosphere,105

i.e. a solar wind shock (Takeuchi et al., 2002; Lühr et al., 2009). Critically for forecast-106

ing purposes, solar wind shocks represent a distinct and coherent phenomenon that are107

observable upstream of the Earth at L1 prior to impact (e.g. Cash et al., 2014). They108

also often precede further magnetospheric activity, i.e. geomagnetic storms and substorms109

(Akasofu & Chao, 1980; Gonzalez et al., 1994; Zhou & Tsurutani, 2001; Yue et al., 2010).110

Consequently, while SCs themselves may not be responsible for large portions of extreme111

magnetic variability, the interval of time that follows can account for 90% of extreme mag-112

netic field variability (Smith et al., 2019; Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Rodger, & Freeman, 2021),113

at latitudes below 60◦.114

Recent space weather modelling efforts have produced models that can skillfully115

forecast the rate of change of the magnetic field to provide advance warning of GICs (e.g.116

Wintoft et al., 2015; Keesee et al., 2020; Camporeale et al., 2020; Smith, Forsyth, Rae,117

Garton, et al., 2021), with the implicit assumption that large rates of change of the mag-118

netic field will generate large GICs (Viljanen et al., 2001). However, as outlined above,119

the relationship between the rate of change of the magnetic field and GICs is complex120

and depends on many local factors, with accurate translation requiring careful modelling121
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(e.g. Divett et al., 2018; Blake et al., 2018; Mac Manus et al., 2022). The necessary de-122

tailed geophysical models are often not available, and so in this work we assess the re-123

lationship between the rate of change of the magnetic field and GICs during the simplest124

of magnetospheric drivers in order to provide an estimate of the uncertainty inherent in125

assuming such a correlation, as well as investigating factors that impact the relationship126

between the rate of change of the field and GICs. The South Island of New Zealand presents127

an excellent opportunity to study the correlation between the rate of change of the mag-128

netic field and GICs (e.g. Mac Manus et al., 2017; Rodger et al., 2017, 2020; Clilverd et129

al., 2018, 2020). For over a decade contemporaneous magnetic field and GIC measure-130

ments have been made in close geographical proximity.131

2 Data132

In this study we consider the period between the years 2001 to 2016. During this133

time magnetic field data are available from the Eyrewell (EYR) magnetometer station,134

along with complementary GIC data from the nearby Islington (ISL) substation, trans-135

former number 6 in particular. Figure 1 provides a geographical overview of the loca-136

tions of both the EYR magnetometer station and the ISL transformer on the South Is-137

land of New Zealand. It is clear from Figure 1 that the nearby coast of New Zealand is138

predominantly in the NE-SW direction, while the majority of the long distance power139

lines in the South Island are similarly oriented, though north of ISL the lines run much140

closer to N-S. For a more detailed description of the New Zealand power network we di-141

rect the interested reader to Mac Manus et al. (2017).142

The GIC data from the ISL transformer number 6 have been selected for two main143

reasons. First, this transformer is geographically close (< 20 km) to the EYR magne-144

tometer station, such that the comparison of the rate of change of the magnetic field and145

GIC measurements will be valid. Second, of the GIC data available from New Zealand’s146

South Island, this data is available for the longest period of time, permitting the most147

extensive statistical analysis. A detailed description of the instrumentation and method148

by which the GIC component may be identified in the raw data can be found in Mac Manus149

et al. (2017). As described by Clilverd et al. (2020), while the nominal resolution of the150

data is 4 s, the data are compressed such that data are not recorded if the change from151

the last record is less than 0.2 A. Thus some measure of decompression is required. This152

variable resolution predominantly impacts data obtained during geomagnetically quiet153

intervals, when the GIC levels are consistent. We use the uncompressed 4 s data for this154

study.155

For the majority of this study we use 60 s resolution data from the EYR magne-156

tometer station. This resolution is sufficient for the identification and preliminary ex-157

amination of SCs, having been shown to well correlate with recorded GICs (Mac Manus158

et al., 2017; Rodger et al., 2017). For the final investigation in this study the limitations159

of the one-minute resolution data are investigated. For this examination 1 s resolution160

data are used, though we note that this data is available for only a limited fraction of161

the study period, as discussed in Section 4.1.2.162

To investigate SCs we use the SOHO interplanetary shock list produced by the ShockSpot-163

ter procedure (http://umtof.umd.edu/pm/). In total 404 shocks were observed in the164

interval considered by this study. The time of the shock impact on the magnetosphere,165

and resulting SC, were identified manually through inspection of the magnetic field at166

the EYR station. Of the 404 interplanetary shocks, a total of 329 possess both the nec-167

essary magnetic field and GIC data at the shock arrival time, and therefore form the ba-168

sis of this work.169

If SCs are followed by a geomagnetic storm then they may be termed a Storm Sud-170

den Commencement (SSC), while if they are not then they may be called a Sudden Im-171
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Figure 1. Map of New Zealand showing the location of the Eyrewell (EYR) magnetometer

station (blue star) and the Islington (ISL) substation (orange circle). Transmission lines are

indicated in blue.
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pulse (SI). To evaluate this classification we use the Sym-H index in the 24 hours fol-172

lowing the SC. If the Sym-H index drops to less than −50 nT in this time, then it is clas-173

sified as an SSC. This definition does not include any consideration of the “changing mag-174

netic rhythm” criterion that is sometimes used to identify SSCs (Mayaud, 1973), how-175

ever it is easily reproducible. In total the 329 SCs can be subdivided into 145 SSCs and176

184 SIs.177

In a recent study, Smith et al. (2020) showed that a skilful prediction can be made178

as to whether an observed solar wind shock will cause an SC, or will precede a geomag-179

netic storm (i.e. an SSC). The most powerful predictive parameter of the shock in de-180

termining whether it will cause an SC was found to be the range in the interplanetary181

magnetic field strength (|B|) over the shock. Meanwhile, the minimum value of the north-182

south component of the interplanetary magnetic field (i.e. the minimum BZ) was found183

to be the most powerful parameter in forecasting whether a given shock would be related184

to an SSC.185

3 Results186

First, we present a statistical overview of the rate of change of the horizontal ground187

magnetic field (H ′) and GICs around the 329 SC events. Figure 2 shows Superposed Epoch188

Analyses of the one-minute rate of change of the horizontal magnetic field (H ′) at the189

EYR magnetometer station (Figure 2a) and the GIC measured at the nearby ISL M6190

transformer (Figure 2b). The zero epoch is defined as the time at which the shock im-191

pact was seen in the EYR magnetometer data, i.e. the start of the SC signature at this192

location.193

Prior to the SCs we can see that the rate of change of the magnetic field at EYR194

is low, with a median of around 0.25−0.3 nTmin−1. These likely represents background195

field changes. In the same interval we see small GICs at ISL, with values of 0.1−0.2 A.196

At the SC itself we see significant increases in the rate of change of the magnetic field,197

with a median of 5 nTmin−1, and the measured GIC at ISL, with a median of ∼ 0.7 A.198

In the day that follows the SCs we do not see any clear impulsive signatures in the rate199

of change of the magnetic field or GIC, however the median and quartiles are both el-200

evated. For example, the upper quartile of the measured GIC is around 0.5 A, approx-201

imately twice as large as before the SC. This suggests that magnetospheric activity is202

occurring, possibly related to geomagnetic storms and substorms for some SCs, though203

it is aliased in time relative to the SC and so is not coherently recorded in the median204

of all events.205

For context, Mac Manus et al. (2017) found that GICs greater than 5 A represented206

“significant” GICs in the South island of New Zealand, with peak GICs of between 20207

and 50 A being observed during large geomagnetic storms. It has been estimated that208

a GIC of ∼ 100 A during a geomagnetic storm in November 2001 caused transformer209

failure in Dunedin (Rodger et al., 2017). Nonetheless, Rodger et al. (2020) showed clear210

evidence of transformer saturation (through observed harmonic distortion) for much lower211

levels of GIC.212

We now zoom into the rate of change of the magnetic field observed during the SC213

itself, i.e. the few minutes around epoch zero in Figure 2. An SC will represent as close214

to an impulsive driver as can be found in the magnetosphere, though the magnetic field215

signature will still contain different components (e.g. Araki, 1994). Figure 3 investigates216

the correlation between the largest observed rate of change of the magnetic field at EYR217

(H ′) and the largest measured GIC at ISL during the SCs. In this work we consider a218

window from −30 s before “Epoch 0” till 150 s afterwards. This window has been se-219

lected to account for any delays due to the inductance of the power system. The full com-220
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Figure 2. Superposed Epoch Analyses (SEAs) of the rate of change of the horizontal mag-

netic field (a) and observed GIC (b) from 0.25 days before 329 SCs, through to 1 day after the

SCs. Epoch 0 is defined as the time of shock impact, i.e. the start of the SC, in the EYR magne-

tometer data. The black and red show the median and associated confidence interval, while the

blue and light blue show the quartiles and associated confidence intervals.

plement of 329 SCs is shown in Figure 3a, while the SSC and SI subsets are shown in221

Figures 3b and c.222

Overall, Figure 3 shows excellent correlations between the measured H ′ at EYR223

and GIC at ISL, with the r2 values of ∼ 0.9 for the SC and SSC subsets. The SI events224

show a slightly lower r2 of ∼ 0.8. We have performed a linear fit to the data, using or-225

thogonal distance regression, producing the red dashed lines. These linear fits are con-226

strained to have a constant of zero (i.e. to pass through the origin), however we note that227

this choice did not materially change the results. The gradient of the fit is provided in228

the top left of the panels, labeled ’m’. For the full catalog of SCs, we find a gradient of229

0.208 A nT−1min. This gradient is slightly larger for the SSC subset (at 0.214 A nT−1min),230

and reduced for those events classified as SIs (at 0.175 A nT−1min). This amounts to231

a 22% larger gradient for SSC-type events, and therefore a given rate of change of the232

magnetic field caused by an SSC would be expected to generate a 22% larger current when233

contrasted with an SI. These gradients are statistically significantly different: p < 0.01,234

suggesting that the null hypothesis - that the gradients are in fact the same - can be re-235

jected with a false positive risk of less than 1%. However, Figure 3 also shows that the236

majority of SCs are clustered in the lower left corner, at low values of H ′ and GIC, i.e.237

less than ∼ 3 A and ∼ 15 nTmin−1.238

One factor that could explain some of the scatter in Figure 3 is that the orienta-239

tion of the magnetic field change is not the same for every SC. A different orientation240

of rate of change of the field would result in differential interaction with the local geol-241

ogy, impacting the geoelectric field generated and thus the GICs measured. This would242

provide a degree of systematic scatter. It is known that the ground signature of an SC243

can vary with both longitude and latitude (e.g. Araki, 1994; Moretto et al., 1997), though244

for this study the latitude is fixed by the choice of location. Figure 4 shows the direc-245

tion of the strongest magnetic field change measured at EYR during the SCs. We can246

see that though most of the deflections are towards the center of Figure 4, and are there-247

fore mostly in the northward direction, there are a number of very large deflections that248

are directed southward. These anomalously directed magnetic field deflections are mostly249

found in the noon and dawn sectors, and almost all of the largest deflections in these sec-250

tors show similar directionality. Therefore, limiting the analysis to a sector of local time251

–7–
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Figure 3. Scatter plots showing the correlation between H ′ at EYR and the GIC measured at

ISL. The plots are shown for all 329 SCs (a), 145 SSCs (b) and 184 SIs (c). The red dashed line

indicates the best linear fit to the data, constrained to go through the origin. The red shaded re-

gion indicates the 95% confidence interval, while the best-fit parameters (n: number, m: gradient,

c: intercept) are provided with their 1σ limits. The intercepts of the fits are constrained to be

zero.
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Figure 4. Quiver diagram demonstrating the directionality of the largest rate of change of

the magnetic field during SCs as a function of local time, viewed from above the Earth looking

down. Quiver length is proportional to the magnitude of the rate of change of the field, with the

key in the middle representing 50 nTmin−1. The base of each quiver is at the local time of New

Zealand at the start of the SC, while the latitude is fixed at the latitude of New Zealand (50◦).

The direction of the quiver is such that a purely Northward rate of change of the field will be

towards the center of the diagram.

will provide a test as to whether there is an orientation of large rates of change of the252

magnetic field that will generate a geoelectric field that will couple more strongly to the253

power network (i.e. a geoelectric field closely aligned with the local network).254

Figure 4 indicates that there may be a local time dependence of the orientation of255

the strong magnetic deflections, and so as a first test we can examine the correlations256

shown in Figure 3, but subdivided by the Magnetic Local Time (MLT) of New Zealand.257

Figure 5 shows the correlations between the rate of change of the magnetic field and the258

observed GIC, split according to whether the magnetic local time of the EYR magne-259

tometer station was on the day- (top row) or night-side (bottom row) of the Earth (split260

at 0600 and 1800 MLT). The majority of the correlations displayed in Figure 5 are higher261

–9–
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Figure 5. Scatter plots showing the correlation between H ′ at EYR and the GIC measured

at ISL, split by the MLT of EYR during the SC. The top row (a - c) shows those events that

occurred when EYR was on the day side, i.e. between 0600 and 1800 MLT, while the bottom row

(d - f) shows that occurred when EYR was on the night side, i.e. between 1800 and 0600 MLT.

The plots are shown for all 329 SCs (a, d), 145 SSCs (b, e) and 184 SIs (c, f). The format is the

same as for Figure 3.

than previously, mostly in excess of r2 = 0.9. It is also apparent that the best-fit gra-262

dients are larger for those SCs that occur when New Zealand (along with EYR and ISL)263

is on the dayside of the Earth (top row of Figure 5). For example, SCs show a 32% larger264

gradient on the dayside (top left) compared to the nightside (bottom left). This pattern265

is seen for both the SSC and SI subsets, at approximately 30% differences. These dif-266

ferences are highly statistically significant (p << 0.01). As in Figure 3, the SI type events267

show smaller gradients. It is interesting to note that a dayside SI (Figure 5c) shows a268

gradient that is slightly in excess of a nightside SSC event (Figure 5e). The different gra-269

dients are important as it suggests that some of the scatter evident in the correlation be-270

tween the rate of change of the magnetic field and GIC (e.g. Figure 3) is related to the271

local time of the observations. For ISL transformer number 6, this would lead to up to272

a 30% discrepancy in predicted GIC, should a simple linear conversion be used to trans-273

late between the rate of change of the magnetic field and GIC. We note that if the lo-274

cal time bins are reduced, such that they now only cover two hours either side of noon275

and midnight, then the difference between the day and night side events is increased to276

a 60% difference in gradient (see Figure A1).277
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As noted above, the majority of SCs are clustered in the lower left corners of the278

plots, i.e. at low values of H ′ and GIC. We therefore examine whether the overall fit-279

ting results are impacted by the presence of few, extreme H ′ events which perhaps evoke280

a distinct result, i.e. we test the gradients of the correlation if only “small” H ′ events281

are considered. If we only consider SCs with H ′ < 20 nTmin−1 then the gradients re-282

turned for the day and night subsets are 0.207±0.007 A nT−1min and 0.184±0.006 A nT−1min,283

respectively. This is a 12.5% difference, much less than was recovered with the full cat-284

alog (32%). For an SC associated with a rate of change of the magnetic field of 20 nTmin−1285

this would correspond to a difference in predicted GIC of < 0.5 A. Though the differ-286

ence in gradient is statistically significant (p < 0.01), this raises the question as to whether287

this distinction for “small” (i.e. H ′ < 20 nTmin−1) events would be of practical sig-288

nificance.289

To summarize the findings thus far, we have shown a statistical increase in both290

the rate of change of the magnetic field and GIC during SCs, at EYR and ISL respec-291

tively. During SCs the majority of events show small rates of change of the magnetic field292

and GICs, i.e. less than ∼ 3 A and ∼ 15 nTmin−1. Nonetheless, we have shown excel-293

lent correlations between the measured maximum rate of change of the magnetic field294

at EYR and GICs measured at ISL transformer number 6 during SCs (Figure 3). We295

have also investigated several potential sources of systematic scatter, and therefore un-296

certainty, in the correlation between the rate of change of the magnetic field and GICs.297

We have shown that - for the locations in the study - a given rate of change of the mag-298

netic field that is associated with SSC-type events appears to more effectively generate299

GICs, such that a given rate of change of the magnetic field is linked to a 22% larger GIC300

(Figure 3). Also, when New Zealand is on the dayside of the planet a given rate of change301

of the magnetic field will generate a ∼ 30% larger GIC, compared to when New Zealand302

is on the nightside of the planet (Figure 5). We will now investigate the reasons behind303

these findings, and discuss the implications for space weather forecasting and mitigation.304

4 Discussion305

4.1 The Correlation Between the Rate of Change of the Magnetic Field306

and GICs307

The results above raise an important question: why are the GICs at ISL (for a given308

rate of change of the magnetic field at EYR) larger during SSC-type events, or during309

those SCs that occur when the location is on the dayside of the Earth? To translate a310

given rate of change of the magnetic field to a GIC there are several key parameters. A311

critical consideration is the direction of the induced geoelectric field with respect to the312

conducting network. Therefore, the conductivity of the local geology is fundamentally313

important (e.g. Bedrosian & Love, 2015; Beggan, 2015; Dimmock et al., 2019; Cordell314

et al., 2021), as it will determine the direction and strength of the geoelectric field gen-315

erated by a given rate of change of the magnetic field. The second important parame-316

ter is the geometry and properties of the power network (e.g. Beggan et al., 2013; Blake317

et al., 2018; Divett et al., 2018, 2020). However, for the comparisons performed above318

these factors are identical as the location and power network considered are the same319

throughout. This suggests that the parameterization of each SC by the maximum one-320

minute rate of change of the magnetic field may be losing important information. There321

are two important factors that this parameterization neglects: the frequency content and322

the full directional vector of the SC magnetic signature. Both of these factors may de-323

pend on the MLT at which the SC is observed, and also on the way in which the solar324

wind has coupled to the magnetosphere.325

While SCs are one of the most simple magnetic field signatures seen on the ground,326

it is known that the signature varies with magnetic local time and latitude. Empirically327

for example, the magnetic perturbations associated with SCs have been found to increase328
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in size moving away from the equatorial latitudes (Fiori et al., 2014; Smith, Forsyth, Rae,329

Rodger, & Freeman, 2021). At low latitudes the signature is dominated by a compres-330

sional perturbation related to the enhancement of the magnetopause current, sometimes331

known as the DL component (the disturbance dominant at low latitudes) (Araki, 1994).332

For a given solar wind shock, the DL perturbation is largest at noon local time and de-333

creases towards midnight (Kokubun, 1983; Russell et al., 1992). Meanwhile, above a mag-334

netic latitude of ∼ 30◦ the DP component becomes significant. The DP component (the335

disturbance due to polar ionospheric currents) is caused by the coupling of the magne-336

tospheric compression to shear Alfvén waves (Southwood & Kivelson, 1990), resulting337

in Traveling Convection Vortices (TCVs) in the ionosphere (Friis-Christensen et al., 1988).338

These TCVs propagate east and west away from the noon meridian, with strengths that339

maximize at around 0900 MLT (Moretto et al., 1997). Therefore, while SCs are often340

attributable to a distinct solar wind structure, there is some complexity involved in de-341

termining the nature of the precise ground signature that will be caused.342

4.1.1 Assessing the Orientation of the Rate of Change of the Magnetic343

Field344

To further examine these possibilities we will first assess the importance of the ori-345

entation of the magnetic signature observed at EYR. For this investigation we have split346

the SC signatures on the basis of whether the largest change in the magnetic field was347

predominantly in the geographical dX (north-south) or dY (east-west) direction. Fig-348

ure 6 shows the correlation between the rate of change of the magnetic field and observed349

GIC for these subsets. It is clear that for most SCs the strongest deflection is predom-350

inantly in the north-south direction, with Figures 6a - c showing many more events than351

Figures 6d - f. This is to be expected, as at mid-latitudes the DL (compressional) com-352

ponent of the SC signature, is likely to dominate (Araki, 1994). The DL component is353

expected to be a mostly northward direction (albeit in a magnetic coordinate system).354

However, we see that the less numerous dY dominant events show much greater gradi-355

ents in Figure 6, as seen in panels 6d - f. For SCs, we see a 36% larger GIC if the largest356

deflection is predominantly in the dY direction (Figure 6d compared to Figure 6a). This357

pattern is true regardless of whether the SC can be later defined as an SSC or SI. It there-358

fore appears that SCs that contain a strong east-west magnetic field change may result359

in geoelectric fields that will couple better to the parts of the New Zealand power net-360

work that are pivotal for the ISL M6 transformer, reinforcing the importance of the full361

vector information of the magnetic field changes.362

We showed that a similar difference in correlation is attributable to the location363

of the New Zealand observations in MLT, motivated by how the directionality of the largest364

rates of change of the magnetic field appear to depend on MLT (Figure 4). To check if365

these effects are distinct, Figure 7 shows the SCs split by the MLT of EYR as well as366

the orientation of the largest magnetic field deflection. As above, more SCs show the dX367

(north-south) dominance that would be expected of an SC with the DL component be-368

ing the largest constituent of the magnetic signature. We also find that there are approx-369

imately twice as many dY dominant events observed on the dayside, compared to the370

nightside (43 compared to 23). Given that the magnetic latitude of the observatory is371

fixed, we could be seeing the result of the DP component varying in magnitude and/or372

direction with MLT. Indeed, the TCVs with which the DP component is associated are373

expected to propagate away from the noon meridian (Friis-Christensen et al., 1988), with374

the largest magnitudes found around 0900 MLT (Moretto et al., 1997). Our results would375

appear to be consistent with this interpretation.376

As before, we see that dY dominant events show a larger gradient than the dX events,377

with remarkably high correlations. Those events for which dY dominates show 27−29%378

greater GIC values for a given maximum rate of change of the magnetic field. This is379

smaller than the differences we report above, but are highly statistically significant (p <380
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Figure 6. Scatter plots showing the correlation between H ′ at EYR and the GIC measured

at ISL, split by the orientation of the largest rate of change of the magnetic field during the SC.

The top row (a - c) shows those events for which the dX (north-south) deflection was dominant,

while the bottom row (d - f) shows those events for which the dY (east-west) deflection was

larger. The plots are shown for all SCs (a, d), SSCs (b, e) and SIs (c, f). The format is the same

as for Figure 3 and 5.
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Figure 7. Scatter plots showing the correlation between H ′ at EYR and the GIC measured at

ISL, split by the orientation of the largest rate of change of the magnetic field and MLT of ISL

during the SC. The top row (a, b) shows those events that occurred when ISL was on the day

side, i.e. between 0600 and 1800 MLT, while the bottom row (c, d) shows that occurred when

ISL was on the night side, i.e. between 1800 and 0600 MLT The left column (a, c) shows those

events for which the dX (north-south) deflection was dominant, while the right column (b, d)

shows those events for which the dY (east-west) deflection was larger. The format is similar to

that in Figure 3.

0.01) given the small uncertainties in the gradients. We also still see a residual day/night381

effect in Figure 7, with dayside events showing 27−29% larger gradients. Interestingly,382

the effects combine such that nightside dY dominant events appear equivalent to day-383

side dX dominant events. This suggests that there are at least two distinct effects ap-384

pearing in our data which are not solely the result of a directional dependence.385

Table 1 shows the full results, including those for the SSC and SI subsets. The SSC386

subset are fully consistent with the relative differences reported above (∼ 26% differ-387

ences in gradient), while the SI subset is less clear. The SI subset results could be less388

consistent due to the smaller number of SI events that show large rates of change of the389

field or GIC as these events dominate the gradients obtained. However, we do confirm390

that the largest gradients for all subsets are found for those events on the dayside, where391

the dY component is dominant.392
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SCs
dX Dominant dY Dominant

Dayside 0.22 ± 0.005 0.284 ± 0.008
Nightside 0.173 ± 0.004 0.221 ± 0.008

SSCs
dX Dominant dY Dominant

Dayside 0.225 ± 0.006 0.284 ± 0.011
Nightside 0.177 ± 0.006 0.225 ± 0.011

SIs
dX Dominant dY Dominant

Dayside 0.177 ± 0.008 0.284 ± 0.017
Nightside 0.154 ± 0.004 0.156 ± 0.019
Table 1. Table of the gradients that result from performing the correlation analysis in Figure 7

on the SC, SSC and SI subsets.

4.1.2 Assessing the Impact of One Minute Resolution Magnetic Field393

Data394

The continued difference in correlation between the rate of change of the magnetic395

field and GICs when the orientation of the strongest deflection is controlled for suggests396

that there is another effect present. We now assess the impact of down-sampling the mag-397

netic signature to one-minute cadence, and how it may depend on the MLT of the ob-398

servation. For this investigation we therefore require magnetic field data at a higher time399

resolution than 60 s. There are 1 s resolution data available for the EYR station from400

approximately 2010, which we use for this investigation. A total of 72 SCs have the re-401

quired data. Figure 8a shows a Superposed Epoch Analysis (SEA) of the magnetic sig-402

natures observed during SCs, aligned to the epoch just prior to the largest increase in403

the field. Meanwhile, Figure 8b shows a histogram of the largest rate of change of the404

magnetic field (H ′) in each SC.405

Inspecting Figure 8a, we can see that while there are a variety of different SC sig-406

natures, qualitatively some of the largest and fastest changes of the field are observed407

during the day, shown in orange. Those signatures observed during the night (in blue)408

commonly take between 1 1
2 to 3 minutes to rise to their maximum value. In contrast,409

those on the dayside have often completed their rise in less than one minute. The his-410

togram in Figure 8b, while reducing each SC down to it’s most extreme rate of change,411

also shows a split between those observed during the day and at night. Of the 10 largest412

maximum H ′ observed, 8 were observed when EYR was on the dayside of the Earth. These413

results suggest that there is a diurnal variation in the rise-time of the SC signature, with414

those on the dayside showing a faster rising magnetic field signature. This difference could415

explain why dayside SCs appear to generate larger than expected GICs at the ISL M6416

transformer in New Zealand.417

We also find that the three events with maximum H ′ of over 200 nTmin−1 were418

all later classified as SSC-type events. This may suggest that highly geo-effective shocks,419

i.e. those which drive the most intense global magnetospheric response (geomagnetic storms)420

may also cause the most rapid initial magnetic field changes on the ground.421

Recently, Clilverd et al. (2020) compared the frequency content of the magnetic field422

and GICs in New Zealand, during different intervals and with distinct magnetospheric423

drivers. They found that filtering the magnetic field with a running window of ±2 min-424

utes led to consistent spectral power profiles between the magnetic field and GICs. They425

suggested that using one minute averages for their data (i.e. 60 s resolution data) effec-426
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Figure 8. Assessing higher cadence magnetic field measurements. Top (a), Superposed Epoch

Analysis (SEA) of the magnetic signature during 72 SCs, with the 38 observed on the dayside

(0600-1800 MLT) in orange and the 34 on the nightside (1800 - 0600 MLT) in blue. Bottom (b),

a histogram of the maximum rate of change of the magnetic field observed during each SC, with

the colors as in (a). We note that overlapping bars result in a brown color.
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tively compensated for the frequency dependence and any lags and inductance effects427

in the comparison between magnetic field variations and GICs, at the location of their428

study. This would also naturally explain the excellent correlations that have been ob-429

served between 60 s resolution magnetic field and GIC data (e.g. Mac Manus et al., 2017).430

However, in the current work we have shown that some of the scatter in the correlations431

of the 60 s data can potentially be explained by information about the SC magnetic sig-432

nature at sub-minute resolution, for the case of our nearly impulsive driver.433

4.2 Implications for Space Weather Forecasting434

Skillful models have been created that can forecast the ground magnetic field, based435

on the incident solar wind. However, the timing and exact magnitude of the magnetic436

field have proven difficult to predict precisely (Pulkkinen et al., 2013; Wintoft et al., 2015;437

Keesee et al., 2020). Re-framing the problem to predict the maximum magnetic rate of438

change in a specific window of time has generally proven to be a result that can be fore-439

cast with greater skill (e.g. Pulkkinen et al., 2013; Tõth et al., 2014; Smith, Forsyth, Rae,440

Garton, et al., 2021). However, the results in this work reinforce the importance of de-441

tailed local modeling for translating predicted rates of change of the magnetic field to442

GICs, showing that a simple linear translation from the one-minute rate of change of the443

magnetic field to GICs may be out by 30% (at the location of our study), even for the444

simplest of magnetospheric signatures.445

This work also highlights the importance of the local time of a location, even for446

what is often considered a relatively simple, global and impulsive magnetic field change.447

For the ISL M6 transformer in New Zealand, SCs that occur between MLTs of 0600 and448

1800 appear to more effectively generate GICs, resulting in GICs that are ∼ 30% larger449

than might be found if the SC were to occur between MLTs of 1800 and 0600. We re-450

mind the reader that for very narrow MLT windows (±2 hours) this difference increased451

to 60%. It seems quite reasonable that day/night GIC magnitude differences of this size452

could control whether a given transformer suffers damage or does not; these findings re-453

late to the hazard forecasting levels for power grid operators located at different MLT454

for a given shock arrival, if provided with forecasts of the magnetic field.455

Further, we have shown that those SCs that are followed by a geomagnetic storm,456

i.e. SSCs (Curto et al., 2007), are associated with GIC magnitudes around 22% larger457

than may be expected of those during isolated SCs. Recently, Smith et al. (2020) demon-458

strated that we can forecast whether an observed interplanetary shock will be related459

to an SSC or SI, based purely upon the solar wind immediately around the shock at L1.460

In principle this would allow ∼ 30−60 minutes of warning for ground power networks.461

Our findings increase the value of such a forecast, which would provide key information462

when attempting to quantify the space weather implications of an interplanetary shock463

ahead of time.464

We emphasize that our results are dependent upon the local geology and param-465

eters of the power network on the South Island of New Zealand local to EYR/ISL: the466

precise values quoted will not necessarily correspond with those that would be obtained467

even for other transformers on the same network. Nonetheless, these results underscore468

that the direction and sub-minute rate of change of the magnetic field are critical for the469

estimation of GICs from magnetic field predictions. In general, this should hold true for470

other locations across the globe, and neglect of these parameters may lead to discrep-471

ancies of similar order (e.g. ∼ 30% in this work for the EYR/ISL M6 locations). For472

SCs, this will be particularly important at mid-latitudes where the magnitude of the SC473

DL and DP components are both considerable, and therefore the orientation of SCs may474

be more variable.475
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5 Summary476

In this work we have investigated the relationship between the rate of change of477

the magnetic field and GICs during Sudden Commencements (SCs) at a location on New478

Zealand’s South Island. We first showed excellent correspondence between one minute479

resolution rate of change of the magnetic field at EYR and GICs at ISL observed dur-480

ing SCs, with correlation coefficients of ∼ 0.9, confirming previously reported results (e.g.481

Mac Manus et al., 2017; Rodger et al., 2017).482

We then showed that the gradient of the correlation between the rate of change of483

the magnetic field at EYR and GICs at ISL appears to be stronger during those SCs that484

are subsequently associated with a geomagnetic storm (SSCs). In this case, a given rate485

of change of the magnetic field is associated with a ∼ 22% larger GIC at ISL, compared486

to those events for which no geomagnetic storm is later observed. Our work has demon-487

strated that the MLT of New Zealand is important when assessing the correlation of the488

rate of change of the magnetic field and GICs during SCs. If New Zealand is located on489

the dayside of the Earth then a given rate of change of the magnetic field observed at490

EYR is associated with a ∼ 30% larger GIC at ISL.491

We explored possible reasons behind the observed differences in correlation, assess-492

ing the impact of the orientation of the vector rate of change during the SC, as well as493

the impact of down-sampling the magnetic signature to 60 s. We showed that if the largest494

rate of change of the magnetic field within the SC was predominantly in the geograph-495

ical east-west direction then a given rate of change of the magnetic field is associated with496

a 36% larger GIC. Further, when we controlled for the orientation of the rate of change497

of the magnetic field there was a residual effect, inflating the gradient of the correlation498

between the rate of change of the magnetic field and GICs on the dayside of the Earth.499

We used higher resolution (1 s cadence) data to demonstrate that SCs on the dayside500

may present with larger/faster rates of change of the magnetic field, with eight of the501

top 10 fastest deflections being found when New Zealand was on the dayside of the planet.502

We therefore conclude that both the orientation and properties of the SC signature found503

at sub-minute resolution are crucial when modeling the resulting GICs.504

In terms of space weather forecasting, this suggests that predicting the magnitude505

of rate of change of the magnetic field is insufficient to precisely quantify resulting GICs,506

even during the relatively simple and impulsive SCs. Though the precise results of the507

study are specific to the local geology and network configuration, it is possible that the508

hazard to electrical networks at the arrival of an extreme shock event will depend on the509

MLT of the power network, with Sun-facing (i.e. noon MLTs) most severely exposed.510

Appendix A More Limited Local Time Comparison511
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Figure A1. Scatter plots showing the correlation between H ′ at EYR and the GIC measured

at ISL, split by the MLT of EYR during the SC. The top row (a - c) shows those events that

occurred when EYR was near noon, i.e. between 1000 and 1400 MLT, while the bottom row (d -

f) shows that occurred when EYR was on near midnight, i.e. between 2200 and 0200 MLT. The

plots are shown for all SCs (a, d), SSCs (b, e) and SIs (c, f) that fall within the MLT bins. The

format is the same as for Figure 3.
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